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1 Preface

The determination of RMOD-K model data is based on some standard tyre measurement and an optimisation
procedure to estimate the non physical parameters. The different models within the RMOD-K model family
share a common set of parameters and have some individual parameters belonging to the individual kind of
model. The simulation tasks of the user determines the amount of parameter determination and measurement.
If a user is for example only interested in vehicle dynamics on even roads, no cleat measurements have to be
carried out and if the user is only interested on comfort simulation with the vehicle crossing a cleat straight
ahead, no measurement concerning steady state tyre behaviour is necessary. In the second case, the steady
state behaviour may be taken from magic formula results.
Some of the parameters in the RMOD-K tyre model family are not pure physically, but are used for approx-
imation. The realtime vehicle dynamics model plan uses some approximations in the field of contact pressure
distribution and contact area’s shape. So the process of parameter determination is divided into the following
steps:

- measurement of tyre data (primary set / secondary set, see below),

- collection data from the tyre construction (mass, geometry,..),

- assembly of model data from the first two items,

- optimisation of non physically data and

- validation of the model data.

2 Data sets

The entire data needed is divided into two sets, primary measurement and data which is needed in every case and
the secondary set with may not be measured in every case. The second case may be skipped, if the RMOD-K
user is not interested highly in vehicle system dynamics at even roads. But it should be mentioned, that the
accuracy of the model results have to be seen in relation with the amount and accuracy of the measurements
carried out to provide data for determination and validation. The primary set is build by data, that can not be
obtained by optimisation or parameter identification.
If not mentioned different, data should be measured at the reference inflation pressure, normally given from the
tyre supplier.

2.1 Primary set

Primary data from tyre assembly is a drawing or photo of the tyre cross section with scaling in x and y-
direction – see figure 1 as example – and the outer contour in inflated condition. Alternatively, the following

Figure 1: tyre cross section information

data is needed:

- radius of the rim at the rim top,
- width of the rim at the rim top,
- average radius of the belt,
- width of the belt,
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- hight of the tread,
- width of the tread.

Other non-optional elements of the primary set are

- mass of the belt and the tread,
- Young’s modulus of tread rubber,
- stiffness ratio of the tread: longitudinal-lateral
- belt angle.

The following measurements complete the primary set:

• measurement of the radial stiffness function (radial displacement versus radial force) at the reference
inflation pressure and at ± 20 % inflation pressure variation without camber, results as diagram or ascii
file,

• steady state tyre behaviour (lateral force and self aligning moment versus lateral slip angle, tangential
force versus longitudinal slip) should be measured at several tyre loads (reference and ± 50 %), slip angle
magnitude should be 10◦, longitudinal slip magnitude 30− 40 %. If the RMOD-K 7 user is not highly
interested in steady state tyre behaviour, these measurements may be replaced by simulation results. Data
should by provided as tydex file.

2.2 Secondary set

The following measurements should be carried out in the secondary set:

• measurement of the modal system up to 300 Hz, excitation oblique (in all three direction at a time) and
fixed rim, accelerations at about 20 points on the circumference in the three directions, results in tabular
form with frequencies, damping and plot of modal form to identify the corresponding mode shape – see
figure 2 and 3 as example.

• measurement of pressure distribution in the contact area at several different values for load (reference and
± 30 % of reference) and inflation (reference and ± 20 % of reference), results as plots,

• measurement of rolling resistance as function of rolling velocity at reference load, results as table.

Figure 2: tyre rigid body modes

As additional information concerning modal analysis, a description of the test rig should provide data like test
type (hammer, shaker) signal type (impuls, sweep, ...) and software used for synthesis. An example shows
figure 4, one of the test rigs in the tire property laboratory - TPL.

2.3 Friction conditions

The friction function (friction value versus sliding velocity) can not be measured in general, because different
simulation tasks require different friction situations (for instance a µ-split simulation versus cleat crossing). To
validate the model’s steady state results, the friction function at test conditions should be supplied as tabulated
data.
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Figure 3: tyre elastic modes

Figure 4: Example test rig for modal analyse at Technische Hochschule Brandenburg

2.4 Data for validation

Because the major task in RMOD-K 7 simulations are the investigations of tyre forces when rolling at uneven
roads, a corresponding test is used for validation. The test rigg is usually a drum with cleats of different
height (10 and 20 mm of height, 20 of length). Tyre velocity, inflation pressure and tyre load are the variation
parameters in the cleat tests. Common sets are 30, 60, 90 km/h, reference inflation and ± 20 %, reference load
expressed in LI-factors (Load Index) and ± 50 %. The test conditions should be discussed with the RMOD-K
7 user before test are carried out.
Concerning the test conditions, the moments of inertia of the rim have to be documented as well as the friction
conditions. The test results (rim forces and moments versus time) should be supplied as ascii files, if possible
averaged results (about 1024 data points per second) of multiple tests to get rid of non-uniformities.

3 Summary

The two data sets are used to determine the RMOD-K 7 model data sets. At T-Systems, a software system
has been developed, which supports this process and contains tasks as numerical modal analysis of structure
dynamics, optimisation of model data concerning steady state behaviour and cleat crossing among others.
The validation procedure ensures the user, that the accuracy of the model and data is investigated without
influence of other components as for instance a vehicle model.


